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BOOK ONE

l'his I., a course in mathematics probably Unlike anything you have done
helore. Lt, aim s to teach you some kinds of mathematics, and mathematical
ideas th.al you k usc successfully with your students.

learn mathematics one needs to wrestle with it. In this institute you
will be workini4 sequences of problems, many of them similar to those you
might use with your class. Al\so, you will be watching the teaching of classes
ot children of arious grades and baekgrounds. Watching classes being taught
(even when all ot them are not entirely successful) will help you learn both the
sithie( t matter and a variety of ways it can be pursued in the classroom.

In doini:, thi, work, try as much as possible to put yourself in the place
oi the htld. You may know a routine way to approach this problem:

3 X 16 7 = 19

You might z,uhtract 7 from both sides of the equation:

3

'nd then di\ ir'e both sides by 3

F-1

= 1L

1'
3

1



and finally simplify:

4

Fry to avoid this temptation for now. The procedure you have used is

perfectly valid, but it is one of many things a child can have the pleasure of

uncovering for himself if it has, not already been given to him arbitrarily.

Even if he doesn't find a general rule himself,, he will ultimately appreciate
such a rule because he has worked with the problem and found answers by
other methods. Nearly all problems in mathematics can be approached in
more than one way. Put what you know of algebra out of your mind for the .

time being.

Consider yourself a second or third grader with this same problem:

3 X El + 7 = 19

Happily, the question is not what rule to,apply first. - What you want to

knmx is, what number can I put in the box tmake it work? Try some things.
Suppose you think: "Well, if I put 100 in the box, that makes it more than
100 on that side, and way too much. Even 10 in the box is too much. But,

0 er 1 in the box doesn't make the left-hand side big enoughlonly 7 or
10 , and I want 19. [Notice how much you_have-already learned from these

quick trials about the_answer to this problem. ] I will try 5, 3 X 5 is 15.

Add 7- That is LZ, vhich is just 3 away from 19. Too high by 3 ! P 11

use one less than 5: 4. Now it works.
04-.coursie, i child's.thoughts,. oy yours, would..probably not occur ex-

actly in such words (and many thoughts don't occur in words at all), but some

semblance of these ideas would be far closer to the way a child would solve

this problem than the method of subtracting 7 from both sides and dividing
by 3.
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Questions may arise in your mind as to what. mathematicians call
sumo of the things we are doing; where a sequence of problems is travel-
ling; \\heftier other routes are as good. You will wonder if we advocate
that you w rite your own textbook and if we recommend only the styles of
teaching we. show you.

Hold these questions in abeyance if you can. Many will be answered
as we proceed, and in other cases the questions will change. A three-
year-old enjoys learning to talk even though no one gives him reasons
for it. L acilo r s who have attended previous institutes sometimes ob-
serve that if we. had honestly answered some of the questions they had in
mind at the outset, they 4ouldn't have believed us.

It it turns out that you enjoy wrestling with a.certain problem, you
may take it as a hint that there is some mathematics lurking in it, even
it we have noL said so. In fact, we shall try to avoid during the early
stages using verbal generalizations and mathematical terminology where
they will not help you start working with children. Too often, words with-
out meaning Lo children get into the classroom ahead ofor in place

_the ideas they name, and these interfere with the matiTernatics. Speaking
the name of an idea is too readily-miStaken for understanding it. A child
can best,l_e_a-riA what commutativity is from exploring places where things
commute and where things don't. When the idea has begun to take sub-
stance, learning its name is usefuland natural.

'I

Vor many people, the early problems in a topic will be too easy.
niey are intended to suggest ways of introducing the material to children.
Be patient: eachtarea more challenging problems lie ahead.
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I. FP AMT.. EQVATIONS

[he following equations contain frames of only one shape. When two or
more tratnes of the same shape occur in one equation, the same number must
be used to fill each frame.

Find all the numbers xvhich make these equations true, preferably by
Mrthods which might be used by children,

Example:

.11,,,

4 7 10

-f 1 0 -= 1 0

-V 12. 1,012

-V 12 = 1,011

4
99

7. 1"

K.

4

19



10.

4.

1

I.

+

...,

18

99

34

12. A+. A + 18

13.

14.

17.

18.

f

LL

0+0 0 18

0 0 + 0 0 + 18 +

1+ 137
2

( 84)

1(). 1 + .2. ) ... 4. Li

20. For which problem(s) above does more than one numiler work?

For which problem(s) above do all numbers work?

5



1. Here is a yurni)ing rttle:

Li ------> 3 \

it as, "Go from box to three times box.

_

The rule tells you how to make
jLimps along the number line. For example, suppose we start at 7 . We put

7 in each box:

71 3 X

The rule tell& us that if we start at 7 we land at 3 X 7 or 21 .

Start Land

".

I 3 X

1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2C 2.1 22 23 24 2.5 262-7 28

Notice that the arrow shows the direction of the jump.

For younger children, you may want at first to write this rule as LI 0 + 0 +



Lontinue using this .rule for all the problems-ori this page:

Start Land

I 3 X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2.1 22 2.3 24 25 26 27 28

Nlakc another jump, this time starting at 4 . Where do you land?

( b Draw the jutiip n the number line above.

C ) Start at 4 . Landing point: Draw the jump above.

(d) Start at . Land: Draw the jump.

Where L.an you start in order to land on 2,7 ?

DraN, the jump.

( ,) Start at 0 . Land:

g 1 Start at 11-z- . Land:

(h The ,jump from 4 to 1 1. is eight spaces long. Still using the above rule,
licm many spaces long is the jump from 7 ? Where can
you start so that the length of the jump (between the starting point and
the landing point.) is 10 spaies? 20 spaces ?
105 spaces'?

7
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Here is another rule:

Li
IMNEMNIMINIP

J=mma

5 10 15 40 25 30 35

On the line above, draw the following jumps. Remember to show the direction
of each junip.'''

Start:

( b) Start:

( ) Sta rt:

( ) Sta rt:

( t. ) Start:

6 Land:

Land:

Land: 32

Land:

Land:

Distance
traveled:

Distance:

Distance:

Distance:

Distance:

12,

0

Drawing jumps on the board helps you and your class to see the charac-
teristi( s of different rules. Some teachers have their students draw jumps
also, but too much of this can be tedious.

1



New rule:

Dr tw a few jumps.

+ 5

( I)) Where must you start in order to land on 13 ? To land
on 700 ? Toland on 0 ?

4. Jumps m.ith the rule above always went to the right. Give two rules
who.ie jumps always go to the left:

a.)

b)

Another new rule:

4

ri -->

- -----

6 7

-
vas

6

9 10 11 lZ 13

( ) Stirt at 5 Take one jump. Where do you land?

"rhis jump has been drawn .on the number line above.

Spares traveled'?

9



Continuing with the ruh L > + Li + L - 6 , show all jumps for
(Ii ) through ( ) fl the number line below:

- - 4 -3 -2.-1 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12. 13 14 15 16

( b) Start at 7 . Make one jump. Where do you land? Draw

this jump on the number line above. Number of spaces traveled?

Start at -1 . Make one jump. Where do you land?

(The answer is neither 3 nor -3 1) Draw this jump on the number line.-

d) Where can you start to get a jump shorter. than any yet drawn on the

:; ( e ) Where k.-an you start to land at 0 with this rule?

the jump. Number of spaces traveled?

t Where can you start so that you travel 0 spaces with this rule?

Draw

rho-;e who would like a brief refresher in computing with negative numbers
should seP,the ncxt pagu.

*Throughout this institute, problems marked with a star (*) are wholly
optional. rhey afe. included for those who may want an additional challenge.



Here are-s-otne examples of correct computation with negative numbers:

10 13 = -3

0 6 = -6

3 + (-1 ) = 2

-5 + (-6) = -11

17 + (-20) = -3

Z0 + 17 = -3

20 17 = -37

20 (-17 ) = -3

10 + 5 5 + 10 =. 20

Later in tho cours.e you will receive more detailed suggestions for handling
and teachinv, computations of this kind.

EpilOgue

For the first 19 questions of this written lesson you were solving equations.
A number which makes an equation come- out right is called a root of that equa-
hon. The equations which you worked with here and the equations you will solve
during the rest of this course will mostly have just one root. However, an
equation may not have any roots. (Example: ri + 3 + + n + 5 + Li
['here are some equations where every number works, such as problem 19 on
page 5 of this written lesson. Finally, there are equations where only a few
numbers ,.vork. It is not particularly difficult to find the two numbers which work
in problem 18 on page 5. How,ever, if you make up an equation at random and if
it contains multiplication of a frame by itself, it may be extremely difficult to,
find the roots of the equation.

1 1



One can devote a lot of time learning to solve evations. When we work
With equations we will usually be concerned with equations that are fairly
easy to .solve.

If the equation in problem S made you uncomfortable, you should work
more often with the equal sign in different locations. If with no preparation
you ask your class to solve the equation

+ H 0 + 15

you will probably sec uniform agreement that 5 is the answer. Your students
will look at the equation and read it as

LI + 1 + Li = 15

beca,se all the qua ti o n s they have worked with until now have always had one

numb r ("the answer") following the equal sign.

Be sure to understand our caution not to show students methods you, roay

have learned for solving equations. These methods are probably very good
ones. We want students to work on simple equations with methods they invent

for themselves before having methods handed to them. In time formal methods
which arc beyond student capabilities of invention will be given or closely

hinted at.

12



Workitn4 ith niuliber line jumping rules Will make up a largeportion of
this course. You \\ill see them again frequently. They arc; a convenient-way
ol introducitiL; an elementary study of what mathetnaticians call "functions".
Later on in the ,-wirse you will receive a supplement connecting jumping
rules and I Ilatlitmalical functions,

Sometimes teachers ask why we bother to write the frame for the starting
number each time Nve write a number line jumping rule. The reason is that
We want to stress that two numbers are important in a jump: the starting

use jumpingnutooer and the landing number.

rules like this one:
Also, we shall have occasion to

7

s IS a simole rule but an important one. If the frame and arrow were not
ritten, v.e would no longer have a rule.. We would have.just the number seven.

Als(), ;Ilthoug,h we will not have occas'on to use them much in this course, you
should be ready to see .11m4Ding rules such as

3 X
+ 5

2

,Ahere the lett side involves more than a single framei



Summary of Problems In the Film

"A First Class With Number Line Rules and Lower Brackets''

5th Grade, Dani'el S. Gleason School, Medford, Massachusetts
Teacher: Lt!e Osburn

This is a jumping rule: fl
Start

If 'you. start at 10, where do you land?

Start at 6.6 Land?

Start at 100 . Lands

What is 200 5 ?

Land

( 15 )

( 7 )

(Wrong answer of 105 )

Yeacher writes on board: ,L00 1 = (Wrong answers of 119, 210 )

( 19 )

30 1 =

50 1 =

Now, hOw about this one? ( 199 )

200 5 = ( 195 )

One way to keep track of starting and landing is to draw a picture.' (See below.)

Where do you land if you start at 4 ? ( 3 )

Another jump from 3. ( 1 )

Start at 0 .

All right, for now we can't do it with 5.
Start at 6 . Where do you,land ?

Start at 7. Land.?

Start at 9 .

(Answers of 0, 5, and
"Can't do it with 5." )

Start at 13

14



Let's look at a different rule:

Pick a starting place.

Start at 5, where do you land?

Start at 8-- . Land ?

One more jump from 12.

W'aere can I start with,this rule and land on art even numbe.r ?

Where cio we land, starting at 9
2

Where else can I start ? (Answers of 2- 6 10 -)
2 2 '

0 I 2, 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 I/ IZ /3 14-

Tell me all of the places to start so that you land on an even number.

(Answers of z , , 2-2 , , 4

Where do we land, starting at 5 ?
2

What about 1-1

Who can tell now all of the places, to start?

(9 )

( 5 )

1 1 1( 2-7- 4--1 6
Can someone describe all these numbers?

New Rule:. 30 [..] +

1 110-1 12--1 14 16-
2

)
'

Where can we start to land on an even number ? (Students suggest 1, 3, 5

Give nie a starting number bigger than 100 so that we land on an even
number. ( 101, 103, 105 )
f)esc rihe all .the numbers that land on an even number. (Odd numbers )

15
13
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New Rule: +L:I

Start some place so that you land on an odd number.

Where do we land, starting at ?

Where else can we start ?

(Answers of 3, 8, 1

( 7 )

( 51 61 9-1)
2 ' 2 2

1 1A starting place larger than 100 ? ( 102-2
'

101--
2

)

'I'ell all tihe numbers that we can start on to land on an odd number with ihat rule.

(I. 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9-1 10-1 )
1 1 1 i 1 1. 1 1

, , 2_ , 2_ 1.. 2 1 2 1

1"can' t do it", 3-2 )

Is there some way you can describe all those numbers ?

(Every number between I and 10\is used)
1

What about 1021 ? (All numbers with added to it)

.,

i'hese are true: [ 8
[ 17 j15

23
=

[ Z9-i004. i

[ 506.'3 i
4

=

( 29 )

= 11

1 1)



Writes on board:

3

8-3 9

( 12)

(16)

(9)

(Wrong answer of 10 )

You might think that it would work that way, but it doesn't.
(9)

2 1 7(Wronk answers of 71 ,
5

,

Let me give you a different problem first; we will come back to that one.

(0)

(1)

(4)

(3) ,

(0)

S.

17



L'd
+ + +

) 2 2
+ +

5 S 5 5

4 12(Wrong answers of 6, ) 1 0 10)

) )

+ + + + +
5 5 5 t

(Wrong answers of 5, 12)

18
At
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(2)
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Supplement

Answers' to Common Questions
About the Course

The Arithmetic Project course includes a number of supplements to
the written lessons. Some deal with the mathematics behind what you will
be doing. Others provide extensions of the various topics you will meet in
the written lessonsthings you may want to try in the classroom when you
have become familiar with the material in the lessons. Some supplenients
are simply outlines.of classes in which topics of interest were introduced.
These supplements may give you some further ideas about how to get started
with a topic.

In this supplement you will find answers to some of the qu-estions
commonly asked early in an'institute.

Q: Do you recommend 4s much oral arithmetic as is shown in this
t ?

A: .1 he Project does not recommend any particular style_ of teaching.
It Offers various mathematical topics and ideas that can be adapted to an
individual teacher's style and to local preferences and procedures. Teachers
who are successfully using such techniqUes as team teaching or pupil-team
learning are naturally the best judges of how to adapt Project ideas for their
()\k n US e.

In their day-to-day classes, Project teachers regularly give mbre
written work than is shown in the films. This activity is minimized in the
films because it is considerably less interesting to watch.

Q: fiy the end of the class in the film only a few children seemed to
know what was going on. What do you do about the others? (This is some-
times asked in the form "What do you do about... ? She doesn't know her
number facts. '')

A: Normally the teacher would work much more than a single hour
with this topic, and on successive days othvr children would begin to see
%Old' was ha.ppening.

19
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Different children may excel at different topics. Also, the observer
(and teacher) can never be absolutely sure at any given moment that a child

is really not payng attention or understanding an idea. In a number of the

classes you will see, a child who is apparently paying no attention at all will

soon afterwards give the correct answer to a difficult problem or "wrap up"

the subject with a general method for solving such problems. In other

insta.nces a child who is having tro.uble answering a question may really be

trying to answer an entirely different question.

Q: llow much do the cameras and lights affect the children?
A: Classes usually come to the studio for filming several days at a

stretch. After the first day the children tend to look at the cameras no more
often than they might look out the window of an ordinary classroom. The

cameras are in plain sight, but extraneous movements and other distractions
are kept to a minimum. (The adult teacher, however, is sometimes Oite
bothered,by the cameras. )

Q: The film never says what is important about the lesson, nor what
the mathematical ideas are. Does the course ex'plain this to teachers?

A: The written materials 'Of the.cburse do discuss the mathematics to
some extent, but technical terminology is held to a minimum in the course.

The danger in emphasizing terminology is that the names for things tend to

get carried into the class room'-sooner than (and sometimes instead of) the

ideas they stand for.

It is imiortant to remember that teachers and children can see and
appreciate the mathematics without having the technical language for it

beforehand. One's own "feeling" for what is interesting should be relied on

at the outset.

Q: Do you have a separate course for the earlier grades?
A: None of the Project's topics is identified with one particular grade.

Ibis is partly because the abilities at a given grade vary widely from one

locality to ano'her, and even within a school system. Equally important, the,

Project has found that most topics rich enough to be worth developing at

'some particular grade level are also rich enough to be adaptable for each

2,3



elementary gradeind beyond. Number line rules, of simpler kinds (at first),
can be interestini4 to the third gra0es and first grades. Written with frames or
lette variables, Jumping rules provide problems that would challenge a top high
school class.

Q: tiov can a sclwol system use the Arithmetic Project course?
The Project is,not developing textbooks for children that must be

adopted, but rather a course tor teachers involving a number of topics that
teachers in learn to work %kith successfully. The extent to which a teacher uses
Project topics in the classroom vi,ould depend on his interests and those of his

\\lib coinplete the course might-be able to devote a third or
inure ot their arithmetic class time to pursuing Project materials. This
fraction wid increase with each year's experience in the classrobm.

Many Lluud teachers and good school systems now use texts, workbooks,
pr,,Hems their ov.n devising, and other materials to put together their own
"curriculum in terms ()I the particular needs of their classe3. -The Project's
cotirse is nitended to add substantially lo such resources. In time the Project

-hopes to have a sutficiently rich battery of topics to allow a teacher profitably
to devote most his tinw to v,orking with its materials.

he ork uf the University of Illinois Arithmetic Pro.ject
has been made possible principally by grants from the Carnegie
Corporation of New York and the National Science Foundation,

,idditional support from the University of Illinois and the
,+.orn Foundation, The Project was formed in 1958 at the
rniversity of Illinois, and moved in 1963 to ,Education Development
Center (then Educational Services Incorporated) to complete
pi.ofilici ion of N course for teachers as well as to continue its work

ricvel(Ting and refining mathematical topics for the elementary,s, hool classroom. The present course embodies the richest and
most sti( cesstul of the many ideas developed by the Project;
( ott rs materials were extensively tried and repeatedly revised.
throuL4h seque'nce of seventeen irtsti es for teachers in
Massachuse-tts and Illinois school sys ems.


